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March 2009: Asia’s Silver Lining? Kim Walker, founder of Silver Group, shares his
latest observations on the often overlooked demographic group of Asia Pacific’s 50plus market
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In the coming ten years, the 50+ population across
the Asia Pacific region will grow almost five times
faster than the overall population growth rate. 50+
consumers will then represent over 35% of the
population in the majority of the developed
countries here. In this region, we have some of the
oldest, the largest and the fastest ageing
population countries in the world. One significant
example is China, whose 50+ population alone is

The 50+ men and women have, by and large,
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money can now buy more as retailers slash prices
to gain more sales. In 2009, targeting senior
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this market, is arguably a more efficient strategy
than focusing on younger, cash-strapped and
time-poor consumers.

More than just needs
and wants

Highlighting the marketing
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Singapore and India. It revealed that most agreed
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Old but not old, and not all the same
In general, today’s 50+ are better educated, more
independent and attracted much more to
sophisticated products and services than their
predecessors. At this stage of their lives, most feel
that it is time they reward themselves for the years
of hard work providing for others. They want to
keep working, travel, find new things to do and to
stay connected.

Generally, true to their generation, these ageing
baby-boomers who have enjoyed success through
the post-war boom are more demanding, have
high self-esteem and a positive attitude towards
ageing. This is particularly true among
respondents from Australia, China and Japan who
say they feel 5-10 years younger than their age.
Silver’s study also reveals that what the majority
of respondents finds most annoying about ageing,
besides physiological changes, which are beyond

Given the current economic situation, most 50+ say
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that they would be thrifty but would still spend if
the expenditure were justified. For instance,
they are uniformly determined to continue to
travel (something they have both the time and

money to do) or place their funds in investments
for their children’s education or welfare, in the
case of countries that have a more Asian outlook.

Universal design, ageless marketing and inclusive communications
Kim’s concludes that to successfully capture the 50+ market, there are three key success factors that
companies must focus on:
•

Universal design – designing products and services to accommodate the practical and emotional
needs of young and old without an overt reference to either

•

Ageless marketing – employing strategies such as retail placement and product labelling that
make product selection easier

•

Inclusive communications - ensuring that older consumers are not alienated by messages that
are unnecessarily skewed younger or which simply don’t reach the 50+ audience through chosen
media.
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